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GSC 1419 0091, AN EXTREME MASS RATIO CONTACT BINARYSAMEC, RONALD G.1;2; SCOTT, TYLER D.1; BRANNING, JEREMY S.1; FAULKNER, DANNYR.2;3; HAWKINS, NATHAN C.2; VAN HAMME, WALTER41 Astronomy program, Department of Physis Bob Jones University, Greenville, SC 29614 USA2 Visiting Astronomer, Lowell Observatory, Flagsta�, AZ3 U of South Carolina, Lanaster, SC4 Florida International University, Miami, FlAs a part of our study of solar-type elipsing binaries with extreme mass ratios (EMRB),we observed the variable GSC 1419 0091 [Brh V132, �(2000)= 10h11m59:s15, Æ(2000)=+16Æ52030:0028℄. This binary was disovered by Bernhard (2003, 2004) and identi�ed asGSC 1419 0091. An un�ltered CCD light urve taken by Frank (2005) shows that thevariable is unmistakably a low amplitude short period totally elipsing system. That isthe light urve harater of an EMRB sometimes referred to as an AW UMa-type star.He gave the ephemeris:HJD Tmin I = 2452754:4602� 0:266727d� E (1)

Figure 1.
Our B; V;R; I light urves were taken with the Lowell 31 inh reetor in Flagsta�with the LN ooled CCD amera and a metahrome oated TEK 512 � 512 hip andstandard BV RI �lters. The light urves were taken on 7, 11 and 12, Marh 2005 byNCH , RGS, and DRF. The individual observations inluded 59 B, 63 V , 59 R and 59in I. The stars [GSC 1419 0805, �(2000)= 10h11m51:s30, Æ(2000)= +16Æ50013:001℄, and[�(2000) = 10h11m58:s88, Æ(2000)= +16Æ52040:s1℄ were used as the omparison and hekstars, respetively. The delta magnitudes are given in eletroni Table 1 available on theIBVS website as 5697-t1.txt. A �nding hart of GSC 1419 0091 (V), the omparison
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Figure 2. Figure 3.
star (C), and hek star (K) is given in Figure 1. The light urves are displayed in Figure 2and 3, as normalized ux versus phase.Three preision mean epohs of minimum light were determined from elipse timingsin B; V;R; I using parabola �ts: HJD Tmin I = 2453437:8293 d� 0:0003;2453441:8291d � 0:0019 and HJD Tmin II = 2453437:6973 � 0:0012. Other times ofminimum light were determined by H�ubsher (2005) and by Frank (Bernhard 2003, 2004).We also took times of low light from Rotse observations to extend the observational historyfor our period study.A linear �t to all available timings of minimum light gives:HJD TMin I = 2453437:8207 (�0:0024) + 0:2667249 (�0:0000007)d� E (2)A quadrati trend is apparent so we also alulated the following ephemeris:HJD TMin I = 53437:82924 (�0:00079) + 0:26673640 (�000000059)d� E (3)+0:00000000153d� E2 (�0:00000000007)In addition, we used the Wilson ode to alulate a linear ephemeris using our presentobservations for the purpose of phasing the light urves (van Hamme and Wilson 1998):HJDTminI = 2453437:82835� 0:00029 + 0:266749� 0:000010d� E (4)The O � C's for the linear and quadrati �t are given in eletroni Table 2 (available onthe IBVS website as 5697-t2.txt) and the plot of O � C residuals for Equation 2 andoverlaid by a quadrati �t is given as Figure 4.It is typial for W UMa binaries to have ontinuously dereasing or inreasing peri-ods. In the stage of shallow ontat, binaries may undergo thermal relaxation osillations(TRO) so, theoretially, the period will alternately inrease and derease. (Cyli hangesan also result from stellar magneti yles or from a third body.) When binary om-ponents reah �rm ontat, after TRO yles, the solar type binary will steadily loseangular momentum via stellar winds and its period will be haraterized by a ontinuousderease. We found from our light urve solution that the �ll-out is still somewhat shallowso TRO may still be ating here. In that ase, and the period an be on the inrease assuggested by the quadrati ephemeris. Further observations are needed to on�rm thetrend suggested by our preliminary period study.Standard magnitudes were determined from observations of Landolt standard starsSA 106 700, PG 1323 086, ,PG 1323 086B, PG 1323 086C, and PG 1407-013 on Marh 7,
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2005. They indiate the variable is a 12th magnitude binary whih varies from aV = 11:78� 0:03 to 12:28�0:07. The omparison and hek stars have a V magnitude of11:64� 0:08 and 15:28� 0:08, respetively. The olor indies indiate that GSC 1419 091is of late G to early K-type. The hek is late F to early G while the omparison is lateK to early M. Details are given in eletroni Table 3, available on the IBVS website as5697-t3.tex.We began by pre-modeling the binary in Binary Maker 3.0 (Bradstreet 2002) and thenused Our results as starting values for the 5-olor syntheti light urve solution in thenewest 2004 Wilson Code.(Wilson & Devinney 1971, Wilson 1990, 1994).Our solution indiates that GSC 1419 0091 is a short period AW UMa-type ontatbinary. The primary omponent is the more massive, slightly ooler star. The primaryomponent is over �ve times the mass of the seondary omponent (m2=m1 = 0:19) theRohe lobe �llout is 23%. We would expet this to inrease with time. Other param-eters inlude the temperatures, T1 = 5000 � 300K (�xed, error from photometry) andT2 = 5014� 3K (formal error, so the atual error is still about �300). The orbital inli-nation was 84:Æ7� 0:Æ1. The elipses are total, so we believe our solution is de�nitive. Wenote here that errors given in the Table are formal errors.The observed O'Connell e�et is evidene for magneti spot ativity; our model inludestwo weak but broad magneti regions. Both of the magneti regions were of high latitudewhih is indiative of strong magneti ativity.Our solution is given as eletroni Table 4 (available on the IBVS website as5697-t4.tex) and the syntheti light urves are shown overlaying the phased, ux-normalized data in Figure 3. Our geometrial representation of GSC 1419 0091 is givenin Figure 5.

Figure 4.
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Figure 5.
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